We present experimental results on heat transfer between plane parallel metallic (tungsten) surfaces separated by a gap d =10 0 -10 2 µm and kept in vacuo at temperatures below 50 K.
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Theoretical background
For substrate room temperature optical constants of sapphire were used.
Apparatus EWA

Plane parallelism equalizer
Thermal stress relieving mount
The apparatus is inserted in a wide neck LHe Dewar vessel.
mm
Samples
Material: Tungsten -nonmagnetic, mechanically hard, normal skin- 
Electron microscope image and surface profile (TalyStep).
Electron relaxation time of the "W-layer" sample
Surface geometry Temperatures T 1 ≈5 K, T 2 =10-40 K. Open coloured symbols : heat flux between "W-layer" sample at T 2 and "W-bulk" sample at T 1 . Temperatures T 1 ≈5 K,T 2 =15-60 K. Open black squares : Far-field data (d=500 µm, T 2 =15-160 K)
derived from heat transfer measured between "W-layer" samples and a black surface. Open coloured symbols: heat flux between "W-layer" sample at T 2 and "W-bulk" at T 1 (W-layer/W-bulk). Temperatures T 1 =5 K, T 2 =10-60 K.
Results
• Results on samples "W-layers" 150 nm thick on polished alumina substrate with high planarity were compared with theory.
• Electrical conductance of W-layers was independent on the temperature below 70 K which means that electron relaxation time in Drude model is constant ( EC =6×10 -15 s). It means that FIR optical properties of used sputtered tungsten layers do not depend on their temperature.
• Calculations showed weak dependence of theoretical results on the accuracy of substrate optical constants. Reflectivity of polished alumina surfaces was very close to the published values for ordinary ray of sapphire. Optical constants of sapphire were used for calculations.
• Theoretical data in plot q/q BB vs. T 2 d reduced to one curve within about ±15 %.
• Near field relaxation time ( NF =8×10 -15 s) agrees reasonably well with that derived from electrical measurements ( EC =6×10 -15 s).
• Discrepancy between far-field value ( FF =3×10 -15 s) and  NF we ascribe to the higher sensitivity of far-field emissivity to surface morphology of the layers sputtered on alumina surfaces.
• At the smallest gap sizes the measured heat flux exceeded 100 times the black body limit. FF and NF values became equal at T 2 d~1000, which corresponds to λ m /3 (one third of Wien's wavelength λ m ≈3000/T [µm]).
Summary
